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At Exceedra, we have been evaluating the information, data, and 
statistics to glean some insights in terms of what 2021 holds. We 

have had conversations with a cross section of our contacts to 
understand their issues and points of view. This paper pulls 
together our findings and interpretations, our thoughts, and 

suggestions.
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About Exceedra

Exceedra is the largest pure play consumer goods 
solution provider that strives to continually create 
business value for our clients. We equip consumer 
goods companies with smarter sales and distribution 
capabilities that improve agility, increase efficiency, 
and enable better decisions, in order to increase 
profitability. We provide assurance that our clients 
are partnering with a trusted industry expert that 
understands their business and is committed to 
continuously driving value for their company.

Our clients have achieved greater performance in 
trade promotion management/optimisation
for retail and foodservice, retail execution, customer 
business planning, joint business planning,
demand planning, and sales and operations 
planning.

Exceedra has 18 offices globally and clients in over 
30 countries across Asia Pacific, Europe, Latin 
America and North America. If you’d like more 
information on Exceedra, please visit our website 
www.exceedra.com or email: sales@exceedra.com
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Introduction

On 15th March 2020 life in the UK changed as we knew it. We started to go into official lockdown 
with events being cancelled, entertainment venues and sports grounds closing and businesses 
changing to work from home, effectively shutting down entire industries. No one anticipated 1 year 
later we would be in the same situation.

Despite the news that a vaccine has been approved in the UK, it is looking increasingly likely that 
the UK will be in ‘lockdown’ in one form or another until the middle of the year. The consequence 
of this extended situation will be felt for years to come as the economic and social cost is 
assimilated into the economy and way of life.

One known unknown, Brexit, has become a known known. The deal with the EU is done, in the main 
part, the exception being the financial services' sector. The winners will be those who adjust fast.

At Work

The ONS (Office of National Statistics) 
report for the 2 weeks ending 14th 
January 2021 reveals that of the UK 
workforce in businesses, 14% were on 
partial or full furlough leave between 
14-27th December 2020.  The Business 
Insights and Impact on the UK economy 
Survey (BICS) found that 32% of the 
workforce were working remotely, and 
51% were working at their normal place of 
work.

14%

32%

51%

Workforce on partial 
furlough between 14-27th 
December

32% working remotely

51% working at their normal 
place of work
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The report produced by the Office for Budget Responsibility (OBR) in November 2020 shows which 
sectors have been most affected by the lockdowns and furlough schemes. 

Among the sectors with a red rating are aerospace, the automotive industry, retail, hospitality and 
tourism, arts and heritage, maritime, including ferries and cruises, and sport.

We left the EU on January 1st 2021 and 
with that came additional challenges 
and opportunities. The Purchasing 
Manager’s Index (PMI) from IHS 
Markit/CIPS indicates that there had 
been activity to stockpile ahead of 
January 1st, 2021. 

It is believed that there has been faster 
production growth during November 
which was linked to a temporary boost 
from stockpiling. The output rose for a 
sixth straight month, with the rate of 
increase picking up slightly, though 
remaining below the highs seen during 
the summer. 

Politically - Brexit
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Prior to the Brexit conclusion businesses developed numerous scenarios based on differing 
conclusions to the negotiations. At the same time a completely different approach was being 
developed with regard to the negotiations with retailers. The most radical being a complete open 
book cost reveal in an attempt to ensure that retailers did not over leverage the negotiations. Given 
the Brexit outcome these have not been implemented as far as we can ascertain. 

The growth of e-commerce has resulted in manufacturers having to satisfy very different stock and 
supply requirements of Amazon to Asda; direct to consumer sales have created additional costs 
and operational pressure. Not least making forecasting more of an educated guess than ever 
before as there is little or no history on which to base new assumptions. Different measures for 
success need to be developed as do cost and profit profiles by channel and product. 

12%
The proportion of British adults shopping for things other 
than food and medicine remained low at 12%, according to 
the latest Opinions and Lifestyle Survey (OPN). These levels 
could be attributed to recent national restrictions in England.

Within Retail

Ecommerce retailers have 
become more bullish in their 
negotiations as their growth 
has given them more 
leverage. At the same time 
discounters have ‘suffered’ 
with fewer people shopping 
in store. 

Retailers adopted policies to 
deal with social distancing 
and better hygiene protocols. 
The Grocer tells us that 
Virtual Queuing has been 
introduced, on a trial basis at 
Sainsbury, Asda, the John 
Lewis Partnership and M&S. 
Customers select the store 
where they wish to shop. The 
app notifies them when they 
are at the ‘front’ of the line, 
without the need to 
physically queue. 
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2021 is world’s apart from 2019 in all respects. The promotional policies and methods that applied 
in 2019 need to be changed to reflect the change. With tighter manufacturing margins the sales 
uplifts previously achieved and required to generate incremental profits are unlikely. 

New promotional initiatives such as GPED (Great Prices Every Day, by Tesco) bring new challenges. 
The pressure moves to a situation where prices reduce to an unsustainable level at a time when 
manufacturers are trying to rebuild their liquidity and deal with supply chain cost and change due 
to Brexit. This is before the chancellor starts to rebuild public finances.

Promotions, Pricing and Value

What about the future?
The future is hard to predict as the goal posts regarding lockdowns change. The advent of the 
vaccination programme has given people hope of release, yet the government refuse to state any 
form of roadmap. The day-to-day nature of this requires very short-term planning and forecasts 
with great reliance on the Revenue Generation Management capabilities.

Opportunities ahead?

As the country approaches the end of lockdowns with the development of vaccines and Brexit now 
a reality there are numerous challenges and opportunities facing retailers and Consumer Goods 
Manufacturers. 

Omnichannel

Repeat 
behaviours 

become a habit

Major non-food retailers and brands have gone from the High Street and are being swept up by 
online players…even Arcadia, BHS and Debenhams.

Amazon have recently hired an additional 20,000 people to deal with the surge in demand
The challenge is how to align customer experiences across channels, whether this is the ability to 
combine purchasing between them, manage brand messaging, promotions, or pricing. This is no 
small task; Kantar’s CX+ Retail 2020 revealed that “only 24% of grocery shoppers think their 
grocery retailers makes it easy to combine online and offline shopping, despite this being one of 
the top 3 drivers of grocery shopper satisfaction.”

69% of the younger generations think that consumer habits will 
change because of the crisis, which just under half of over 55+ year 
olds agree with.
   Expected behaviours revolve around digital lifestyles, with 
hhhhhhanticipated increases to online work and education, virtual 
hhhhhhsocialising, online shopping, and online entertainment. (Kantar Covid-19 Barometer)
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McKinsey have published a graphic showing how consumers in the US have acquired new habits 
that are likely to remain post Covid. As history has shown, what happens in the US tends to move 
across the pond.

This is the Omnichannel challenge: making ‘less is more’ work locally and at scale, while 
re-inventing the online-offline ecosystem to work better for brands, retailers – and shoppers.

eCommerce

Significant growth 
as eating at home 

has replaced eating 
out

Ocado was the fastest growing retailer with sales up 36.1% (share 1.7%), and their share price rose 
to be higher than Tesco.

Ocado are developing a meal preparation robot. The robot can prepare freshly made, 
customisable, ready-to-eat meals from 18 hot and cold ingredients with precise portion accuracy 
(The Grocer 7/12/20).

The loss of eating out in the first half of 2020 has cost the UK economy 
over £1bn a week.
      This comes from £310m a week in lost spending on snacks and       
hghghhnon-alcoholic drinks and £750m on reduced out of home food 
hhhhhhconsumption according to Kantar’s Out of Home Panel

To counteract this, meal delivery expenditure grew from £150m a 
month in 2019 to £600m a month in Q2 2020.

5.
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The opportunity exists for a fundamental review and restructuring of retailer brands. This will 
include redefining and differentiating their customer segments, the value proposition, and the 
marketing of these brands alongside the primary brands. 

In September 2020 Aldi introduced a ‘Click & Collect’ trial 
across 15 stores.

Supermarkets are becoming collection points for parcels 
and purchases at other outlets. For example, Waitrose 
have been one for John Lewis for many years. As online 
commerce grows online retailers will seek efficient, 
low-cost returns options.

Convenience stores in the Bestway Group are testing a 
home delivery app. Given they are ‘local’ convenience 
stores this pre-Covid would have been a counter intuitive 
development. Not now.

Recession

Importance of value 
perception

All the signals and statements from the Treasury and Office of 
Budget Responsibility indicate we are moving towards a smaller 
economy, rising unemployment, tax hikes and potentially more 
business failures despite the sticking plaster solutions being 
applied in the pandemic response.

Pricing & promotion strategies will need to reflect such attitudes

In such times, consumers will undoubtably become increasingly 
value focussed.

With reducing ranges and pack sizes, predicting, and managing the demand will become even 
more essential.

Listening and responding to customers will become more critical to maintain trust in the brand.

The point regarding increased retailer profitability (more profit from less) may place pressure on 
tertiary brands and see an increase in quality of private labels allied to value pricing

Private label brands are likely to thrive in such circumstances.

Responding to the customer demand for localisation and supporting the small local retailers 
whilst dealing with the grocery behemoths will be a challenge.

6.
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Post Covid-19 lockdowns and Brexit there will be several questions that need to be considered, 
below are our views on these

Conclusions

How will people react to being let out of lockdown and will home working 
remain significant?

Younger people are missing the social nature of work and being in the office, whilst the generation 
with young families have enjoyed the change in quality of family life through the work from home 
opportunity. We are seeing and hearing there is a desire to be back in the office at least 
occasionally, by the group with families and more frequently for those working in bedrooms or 
living alone.

Brexit scenario planning has been replaced with constant re-evaluation and forecasting based on 
lockdown scenarios and hypotheses regarding the balance between working from home and 
returning to the office.

What will happen to supply chains and product availability post Brexit?

This will involve both the demand and supply sides of the equation. They need to assess how to 
best address likely supply chain disruptions and capacity limitations that may prevent them from 
meeting changing consumer needs.

We are seeing retailers already reducing the range of products being sold in store. Manufacturers 
will need to analyse and forecast the impact of the virus on product availability and prioritize high 
revenue or high-profit margin products that are in demand when making trade-off decisions.
Companies are adjusting to the new bureaucracy involved in trading with Europe. The impact and 
costs of this remain to be flushed out, but it is already looking as if supply chains will have additional 
days and just in time schedules will need adjusting.

Forecasting is key and will require constant new modelling and algorithms to be developed.  AI and 
machine learning capabilities will have been impacted by Covid-19, this will cause limitations to this 
approach. AI and machine learning will struggle to deal with major disruption to trends, the 
Covid-19 implications are such that companies will need to be more critical in their appraisal of the 
AI and machine learning outputs. The developed behaviour of reliance on these forecasts could 
have a significant detrimental impact on a business.
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Stores have felt more spacious because there are fewer shoppers in store and retailers making the 
aisles wider, uni-directional and by removing the freestanding displays. On shelves, there were 
fewer items. This latter point being driven by logistical and supply issues initially and then by the 
financial benefit of seeing more profit from less items on shelf. 

Retailers will find they are facing a significant challenge as their stores, supply lines, range policies 
and customer propositions all need to be adapted. There have been a disproportionate number of 
retailers close their doors over the last 6 months, online offers a significant solution and will enable 
retailers to:

Will people retain their home shopping habits or will they go back to bricks & 
mortar? If so, by how much?

Offer customers a regular resupply of essential products to assist with domestic storage space pressure
Use it to encourage and consolidate customer loyalty
Emphasise customer safety and health protection benefits
Encouraging customers to book fixed weekly slots will retain a) loyalty, b) supply and c) facilitate demand 
and stock planning

What happens to city centres and transport hubs?

The impact of those working from home has been 
keenly felt in CTNs, sandwich cafes, coffee bars and 
travel terminus retailers where beverage and 
confectionary demand is reduced significantly. 

The effect of the reduction in demand is an 
unbalancing of business cost bases, revenue 
streams and P&L structures. 

The end of lockdown will undoubtedly result in an 
explosion of social activities such as eating out, 
pubs and clubs being active, cinema etc…basically 
all the social things we have not been able to do. 
Travel may take longer as international unlocking 
will not happen at the same pace. 
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The first lockdown (March 2020) saw stockpiling of pasta, frozen foods, 
and toilet tissue. Home technology received a boost as home working 
became the norm for many households. Eating In replaced Eating Out.  
It’s been recorded that grocery spend has been up around +20%, during 
the pandemic, as consumers eat solely at home in the absence of 
restaurants and cafes. Online shopping (ecommerce) grew by the same 
amount in the first 2 months of lockdown as it had in the previous 5 
years. As restaurants and cafes reopen, we expect categories who saw 
this growth will experience a decline.

How significant will the localisation attitude be as people strive to retain and 
refresh their local communities?

Will people want locally (UK) produced products vs imports?

During the expected upcoming recession, many shoppers will trade down to own label or gravitate 
to the better-known major brands. Private label products saw a surge in demand during the 2008 
recession as cash strapped consumers were willing to trade down should see growth in the short 
term. 

Better-known major brands will be particularly attractive in categories considered essential to 
health and safety. Retailers will need to develop a tertiary brand alternative for those who seek 
lower prices but don’t want to buy own label. There will also be an opportunity to lift out of the 
Lidl/Aldi playbook the WIGIG (when it’s gone it’s gone) promotion.

Brexit and the convoluted paperwork/admin associated with the EU may well result in UK 
equivalents being developed. There may also be a ‘Buy British’ sentiment that manufacturers, 
encouraged by the government, use as a marketing benefit. 

+20%

Increase in 
grocery spend
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People have discovered they do not need to undertake long commutes or work in cities. Home 
working has become acceptable, due to technology facilitation.  Quality of life has improved in 
many respects such as time with family, lower expenditure on travel and an increase in outdoor 
exercise. This will have an impact on future shopping behaviour and those that are ahead of the 
learning curve will benefit the most. Retailers should be aiming to keep the trend of larger shops 
going to keep loyalty going, FMCGs who are more flexible will benefit the most.

Manufacturers and retailers are having to develop omni-channel strategies to not get left behind 
as the consumers are embracing this new norm. In addition, the closure of major high street chains 
and the move of the brands online will further reinforce this behaviour. Brexit may impact EU 
sourced supply chains and create new business in the UK.

The expectation is that there will be high growth in the entertainment and eat out sectors as 
restrictions are lifted, whether this growth will be maintained over the long term is yet to be seen 
because households have discovered home entertainment and eating in during lockdown.

In Summary

The CPG’s and retailers will need to re-evaluate their relationship and how the 
ecommerce side is balanced with the bricks and mortar in terms of both the 

margins/pricing by channel and the implications that manufactures might supply 
bulk products direct to consumer e.g. laundry products. 

FMCG companies that have invested in Revenue Management systems that have reached 
maturity and have systems to support the key forecasting processes along with the mandate to 
change the business direction will be more flexible in adapting to the changing and uncertain 
market. They will be able to put scenarios together to combat changes in direction such that they 
will benefit more in future.

Finally, the Chancellor of the Exchequer will have a significant impact depending on whether he 
stimulates enterprise or taxes society.  One will affect the cash available to spend by individual 
consumers (i.e. taxation) whereas the other will enable consumer spending to stimulate the 
economy and ultimately government revenues.
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